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PADUCAH, KY.. FRIDAY MORNING, APRIL 5, 1907.

VOL. XXIII. NUMBER 296.

CHARGES LODGED AGAINST
TWELVE DAYS I TEST SUIT OF DIVIDEND NEXT WEEK
DR. HARRY WILLIAMSON
FOR REHKOPF CREDITORS
CHAUTAUQUA JUNE'S SALARY
▪

#
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•
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Mayor Laid Matter Before Aldermen Last Evening and IT WILL COMMENCE JUNE 11 HON. JOHN K. HENDRICK Referee Bagby Will Order Trqstee Boyd to
Distribtite
THIS YEAR AT THE
WILL SIT
Those Officials Set Evening of Thursday, April 11,
AS SPECIAL
the
Money
Among
Parties
PARK.
Holding Claims Against
JUDGE IN CASE..
as Time for Trying Case, Which Accuses the
Estate---Pathetic Scene Enacted Monday at
City Physician of Failing to Perform His
the Court House When the Fine Properties
SUPERINTENDENT
SHAW
MATTER
GOES
AT
ONCE
Fisher.
Duty in the Case of Otho
Were Being Offered at Auction,
HERE FROM BLOOMINGTON
TO APPELLATE TRIBUNAL
'.•

"Paducah, Ky., April 4, 1907.' ieux, of the police department, and
To the Aldermen of the City of Pa- Driver Thad Terrell, of the police
patrol wagon,filed with Mayor Yeiser
ducah, Kentucky.
"Gentlemen: Information having affidavits bearing on the case and
been filed with me that Dr.. H. F. the following of which are copies:
Williamson failed and refused to at"Paducah, /Cy., March 31, 1937..
tend Otho Fisher, who was in a dying
condition at the City Hall, I lay this "lion. I). A. Yeiser, mayor.
Diar Sir: On Thursday inoening
matter before you for investigatiose
to take such action as the evidence March 38th, between the hours of 3
indicates as just and right. Dr. Wilt, and 4 o'clpck. I was called,to the St.
lien:non through a card in the paper Nicholas Hotel et the coroner of
invites an investigation in regard to Third and Washington streets, with
patrol wagon to convey Mr. Fisher
the charge.
to
the city hall. Upon my arrival
"Vii', respectfully.
there I found Mr. Fisher in a very
D. A. YEISER, Mayor.*
At 7.te o'clock the evening of bad condition, caused, should judge
Thursday. April it, the aldorenanic (corn the use of alcoholic drinks.
board' of this city, will take up and Assisted by Officers Brennon and
hear the above 'mentioned charges Sbelby I put him on the stretchers
preferred heat night by Mayor Wiser and placed him in the wagon, and
against City physician Harry F. Wil- brought him to the city hall, and I
liamson. the mayor's COmmunicattoo informed Sargent Gteurieux of his
condition and had him 'phone City
shove acing self-explanatory.
When, the, mayor presented the PhYsiollan Weliamlion to come to
matter te die aithermen last evening the city hall at once as Mr. Fisher
Mr.
he infermed the officials that the was in a very bad condition.
Gonrieux
him
at
once
telephoned
to
take
them
wits no • up to
matteraciien..
a
fequested City So- and I put my horses up in patrol
some
beam James i.ampbe4l, Jr.. to state house and returned to the office and
the nsaiiner in which tancedure should asked Mr Gourieux what Dr. Wilbe adopted. irboweieiteir then an_ liameen said. And be said he (Dr.
notmeed that the law required that Willisineon) refused te come saying
whets a public aridal was otarrtei he would come down and see him
with fathire to perfnri„ the duties in alter breakfast. I at once told Mr.
his office the mayor should lay the Gourienx thateif there wasn't somematter before the aldermen, who corn thing done for Wm, and that at once,
pose the "trial body." and sit in a he was going to die. And Mr.
judiciary capacity. Continuing. the Geurieeur had me call him up and I
.told him that we had Otho Fisher
solicitor laud the stesieee rave tit
a to down at the city hall and he was in
accused party five days in wht
prepare for trial Mr. Caimpbel! theo a very bad condition, he having one
ked Dr ahilliernson if five days fit after another, and his reply was
as.
was satisfactory to him, and the doe- that he had seen Mr. Fisher that day
tor replied that he WM ready at ama and . all Mr Fisher wanted was to
time for the investigation to he held get rnto the city hospital and he had
On the doctor agreeing to waive any refused to send him there and that
time limit. the' was written out on all the trouble with him was caused
paper by the solicitor and signed by by whisky and that he would be
the city physician. It was then filed down and see him after •breakfast.
with the city clerk. The aldermen I then told Dr. Williamson that Fish• then decided to meet the evening of er needed attention at once and if
Thareday. April it, and hear the mat- he did not get it he would die beter, at which tine the oity physician fore morning. He then said that he
with whatever witpessee he desires would not dig end said 'I refuse first
and his lawyer can be on hand, while and infese now to 'coma. I then told
the witnesseo for the city', side will him that something had to be done
also be present Sing die Mod rep- with him, to which he replied that
regeotattve of the general legislative the hospital wasn't a drunken lun-1r asioremelst of the municipality, it is acy I then told him that I did not
incumbent upon the city solicitor to know anythiag about that, but there
prosecute the case on behalf of the had been quite a number in Mr.
Fisher's condition sent there. To
public
Yesserday Sergeant Emile Goer- which he replied. 'Well, there won't
be so many sent there this year.' I told
him that if this man should die for
the want of attention that city would
be likely to get into trouble over it,
and he insisted that the city would
not get into any trouble over that
case. And he again said that he
would not come until next morning
I then called up Dr. Hearne and
stated to him the condition of Mr.
Fisher and he said, 'Call Dr. Williamson as it was his case.' I then told
him that Dr. Williamson had refused
to come until after breakfast, and he
said that he (Williamson) should
be made come. And then sergaut
"frPT
Gourieux called up his uncle, Postmaster, Frank Fisher, and notified him
Concord, N. IL, Ape; 3--Mrs. of his
condition, and also told him
Mary Baker b. Eddy issued a person- that
Dr. Williamson had been notial note tonight bearing on her ap- fied but
had refuted to come, and
pointment of trustees to handle her asked him what he must
do, and he
estate as anneuneebin the motion fil- said to call tip
Dr. Boyd. Mr.
ed in the Merrimac county supenie Gourieux at once
called him up, and
court yesterday in the action brought
. Boyd also said it was Williamto compel an accounting of her prop- son's place to come and
should be
erty. This nines which was sent out made come. He told us to give Fishfrom Pleasant View, bearing the sig- er some whisky if we had any and
nature of Mrs. Eddy, is as follows:
that he would come on down, but as
I am pleased to say that the fol- there was no whisky in the building
lowing members constitute the board Mr. Gotsrieux started out to try an
of trustees, who own my property: get some, but before going he told
Hon. Henry M. Baker, who won a me to go down in the basement and
suit at law in Washington, D. C., see how Fisher was getting along.
for which it is alleged he was paid I at once went down and at the botthe highest fee ever received by a tom of the stairway, met Mr. Frank
native of New Hampshire; Archibald Sullivan, a trusty, and asked him to
btf
McClellan,editoreinachief of the Chris go back with me to see how Mr.
tian Science periodicals circulating in Fisher was getting along. We went
the five grand divisions of our globe, back to where he was and found him
also in Canada, Australia, etc.; Jos- dead. I at -once notified Sergant
eph E. Fernald, justice of the peace Gourieux and he notified Dr. Boyd
and Pretoria/A of the National State and Mr Frank Fisher of his death.
-Capital bank, Concord, N. H.
"The above conversation and stateTo my aforesaid trustees I haye ment is as near word for word as I
committedthe hard earnings of * can possibly remember it.
4
pen, the fruits of my honest toil, the
"Very !respectfully
labor that is known by its, fruits, ben.;
TTEAD TERRELL,
efitting thee human race, and I have'
Patrol! Driver.?
.
so done that I may have more peace
and time for spiritual thought and
"Paducah, Ky., March 27, 1907.
the higher Itriticisth.
"Honorable D. A. Yeiser, Mayor.
Wirt BAKER G: EDDY.
(Continued on Page Four.)
Pleasant View, N. H., April 3, 1907.
'
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Mrs. Eddy Issues
Signed Statement
As to Appointment Of The

Trustees

.ff 4
Referee Bagby will declare a dive this poine that
OLD OFFICERS Al) DIREC- SUITS TO SETTLE ESTATES OF
he agreed to donate
deral
some time next week in the E. longer restrain himself. It was at
TORS
RIE-ELIDCTSD
FOR
LIZZIE LEONARD AND
lbehleopf bankruptcy proceedings for rather than to see the place sold to
ANMHER YSAR.
T. N. JENNINGS.
benefit of the creditors. Trustee A. other than Mrs. Wolters.
The hundreds present nearly raised
E. Boyd has received into his hands
the court house roof cheering the
Probabilities Are Promoters Will George Kellogg of New
York Wants $18,400, it being the one-third cash big-hearted colonel, and this seemed-Construct Large Building At the
Receiver For Mergenthaler-Horpayment rnadk by purchasers buying to have a salurary effedis as Mr. Bra&
Park Grounds.
ton Basket Factory.
in the properties of Mr. Rehkopf sold shaw bid no farther and Mrs. Wtaltene
saved the homestead at $6.796. Anlast Monday at peddle auction in the
other cheer rent the air as the place
June 12 of this year, the annual
Hon. John K. Hendrick has been county court house. The balance of was knocked down to her.
chautausega
comme
at
the named as special judge for the cir- the purchase
money is to be paid ill Serious Trouble Narrowly Averted.
grounds in Wallace
k, andis vril cuit court to
At 'this juncture serious trouble
try today the ex parte three and six months' tine, hence it
continue '(or twelve
de- suit to be filed before him by County
will be next winter before the final was narrowly averted, as after his
cision being reached yegtetday dur- Attorney. Alben Barkley, on behalf dividend is declared ,and case wound sister got the homait
Me. John G.
ing a conference between the memof the fiscal court of McCracken up, because the last distribution can Riehkopf. die bunt %sin, jokingly
bers of the Paducah Chautauqua as- county
for purpose of
deciding not be made until all the money remarked, "Hurrah for Judge Bradsociation and Mr. jams H. Shaw, whether
or not the law enacted by offered for the properties is paid into shaw," and the atherney replied,
the promoter who had charge last the state
legislature last year is valid, the hands of the trustees.
"Harrah for John Rchkopf, the thief"
year, and who arrived here yester- wherein
the act empowers fiscal
properties brought over 75 Per
The
Relkopf quickly retorted that
day morning frein his home in
courts of counties having second cent of their appraised value, hence Mr. Leeds-haw was a liar, and started
Bloomington, Ill., to meat with the class
cities to supplement the $3,000 it was not necessary for the referee towards him, remarking that die atl'aducahans.
s
annual salary of the circuit court to make an order confirming. the sales, torney would have to prove right
Last year the entettainment lasted ;edge by any sum not exceeding
the law not requiring this where prop now that he, the buggy dealer, was a
for ten days, but this time it will $3,000t N"o matter which way Col.
ernes sold in bankruptcy bring 75 thief. Bradshaw advanced toward
be extended to twelve
because Hendrick decides the legality of this
per cent or over of the appraised Rehkopf, as did the former's son,
the initial event proved s%h a howlact. it will be taken to the appellate valuation. In order to prevent the Lawyer Will Bradshaw, Jr., and it
ing success it is beligvie the de- court for final decision.
possibility of any loophole Referee looked for a while as if serious troumands of the people are Nit a longer
The fiscal court of this county has Bagby issued the confirmation order ble would occur, but the crowd rushed
meet.
ordered Judge Reed's salary raised on the trustee filing a report of the in between the belligerents and avertMr. Shaw talked over many feat- by Sem° out of the county funds,
ed what would eknititless have ended
ures yesterday with the Paducah peo- with the understanding that the sales he made.
Professor John D. Smith will firish in a tragedy.
ple, to whom he will setimit a list
county attorney file the test case in tomorrow the work of going over the
The hundreds there pronuonced it
of the many attractions be has sethe circuit court, have a special Judge books of the Rehkopf firm aecertaira the saddest and most distressing
cured consisting of t
greatest pass on it, and then take it to the
banks charged the firm a scene they ever wirneesed, as the frail
speakers, men and fat
s possible court of appeals at Frankfort. If keg what
money tittle woman plead with he lawyer
to amass. The pro
committee the law allowing the supplemental usurping rate of interest for
establishment
borrowed
of
the not to bid in her parents' home.
the
will then make selection from the
remuneration is valid the circuit financial institutions. The professor There was hardly a dry eye in the
nit, picking out the bola and that
judge gets the $1,30o raise, which will file hie report with Trustee Cecil home, and everybody was happy
every marning, afternome(and evewill make his salary $4,2oo annually, Reed of the firm bankrupt case, when alien Auctioneer Reed knocked down
ning will have its special feature.
but if the courts decide the legis- the latter will then file suits against the edace to the daughter.
During yesterday's meeting the latise
enactment is illegal the supple- every bank that charged the illegal
chautauqua people rriniganized and
mental allowance cannot be made. rate. The suits will be to recover BODY BLOW FOR
elected for another term the old The county attorney drew up the
THE LIQUOR TRUST.
double the amount of all interest paid
officials, who are George C. Wallace,
papers yesterday, and on Colonel at the excestive retoo according to
president; Charles Weille, rice presiHendrick passing on the ratter it requirements of the law.
Neb.. April 4—A VD mat
dept; William Hummel, treasurer,
will lig taken at once to arankfort
ing it unlawful for brewers and
and D. W. Coons, secretary. The
and itivatized on the auppellate
Scene,at Sale.
wholesale liquor mein to own salottee
old directors were continued in office
docket so an immediate hearing can
"T will give It& to Mr. Bradshaw has passed both houses of the legisfor another twelve months, too, they
be secured.
as part of the profits he expects to lature, and will be signed by the govbeing Miesers. Charlet Weille, Y. 'F.
make off this property." was the rang- ernor.
Paxton,(John S. BleeclioreCharles W.
Settlement Litigation.
ing
statement of big-hearted Colonel
Thompson. Harry Meyer'. George C.
William Leonard and Administra- Gus G. Singleton at the county court PRESIDENT PASSES
Wallace, D. W. Coons, Joseph L
tor Fenix G. Rudolph, of the Lizzie house fast Monday morning when
UP E. H. HARRTMAN.
Friedman William Ilummel and
Leonard estate, filed a friendly snit there %%as being sold "under the hamRobert B. Phillips
•
in the circuit court yesterday against mer" the private property of Mr. RehWWIFri rrgton. April 4 --Setreaty
The promoters will ernbably erect
Martin Leonard and other heirs, the kopf for benefrt of his creditors
Loeb says that there will not be may
a frame building on the eade grt unds
litigation being for a settlement of
"I am a poor man, but Bradshaw further ammoacemene from the presiand give the entertainments. as the
the Lone Leonard estate
She is needs it worse than I do, and I will dent bearing on the issue between
weather last summer materially interthe woman who killed herself last donate him Stoo," yelleed the genial him and Fs. If. Harriman growing
fered with the gathering. erveral of
Saturday night by taking morphine colonel, who was greeted by uproar4- one of the conferences and letters bethe finest attractions on the proand carbolic acid at her home on on9 cheering from the several hun- tween the two in the latter part of
gram nut being attended by but a
South Ninth street.
dred people present, thereby showiew tieoe. she details of which were made
few people on account of the rain at
A similar suit was filed also, it be- what the assemblage thought of the public Tuesday.
times nearly washing away the huge
ing by Jesseejennings against Mary pathetic aodl distneesing scene being
cent under which the attractions apand other heirs for a settle- enacted before their eyes, which
peared, while during the day the heat Jennings
ment of the estate of the late T
were dime:tied with tears as they witbeat down neon the canvass so that
Jennings
nessed attempts of W. F.
it made life unbearable underneath.
B
Sr., to buy in the Rehko=
It would cost only about $1,000 to
Wants a Divorce.
Fourth
Washington
between
place
on
put up the structure and it could be
Lucretia Woolfolk has been aban- and Fifth streets.
used thereafter for summer attracher husband, Henry WoolAttorney IRradshais- reeresenteri the
tions, and also for erodnetions given doned by
folk, and she filed suit yesterday ask- American-German National bank that
in the winter
ing the court for a divorce. They was instrumental in throwing Mir.
Mr. Shaw will remain here fc- stymarried hew «December 30, Rehkopf into individual bankruptcy.
eral days helping ger things itarted were
1890, and resided totether until 1897 Monday morning, under orders of the
off, and the prospects sre that this
when he left her. In the pleadings bankrupt court, Trustee A. E Boyd,
will be his opening place. Last year
she says he does mot 'know his of the bankrupt estate, soldi off all
it was the second city on the lice
present whereabouts.
the property at the county courthouse
to the highest bidders. First one
FIX CUMBERLAND
Receiver Wanted.
piece and then another was knocked
TELEPHONE RATES
George A. Kellogg of New York. down, When finally the handsome
AT LOUISVILLE. who is now in Paducah. yesterday homestead was reached. Attorney
Chicag, April 3.---A !settlement of
had filed in the United States court Ceca Reed ivas doing the auctioneer- the controversy between the
western
Louisville,April 4.—James E. Cald- at Louisville a suit asking that a
are? Ireton lie annoisncied he was railroads and their conductors and
well. president and general manager receiver be appointed for the Mer- ready te sell :Ile home.,MrsiNehkopf's trainmee
seems nearer today than at
of the "Cumberland Telephone and genthaler-Horton Basket factory of youngest iilairelithiii"alre.4.Sarl Wial- any time
since Commissioners Knapp
before
appeand
Telegraph company.
Mechanicsburg, this city, and that ters, offered a eel-tea/flair-en far it.
sre, Neill has-e interfered in behalf
the directors of the board of trade Judge Walter Evans of the federal
Many prenninseit business men wile ei peace. After ileiiineien, tbte setae
the
submit
to
retoday and offered
tribunal grant him an injunction
were present had bid on this and that matum of
.g
theeneral
in:sneerer. to
question of telephone rates for the straining the company from issuitgg piece of property, but' none of them
the representative,* of the men this
committee
of
to
concern's
ina
next three years
$25o,000 to pay off the
cared to make an offer for 'the home- afternoon a long
Conference was held
five members of the board.
debtedness. Kellogg does not want stead lard take it from the Rehkopf
The board decided to accept the a receiver to wind up the business, faniiiy. Mr. Bradshaw began bidding and the final result was that the labor
offer and named the following as but simply to continue in charge of aga:net the daughter, who stood be- leaders came to an agreement which
members of the committee.
the business and let the profits of side her aged and infirm father, and they eerenested the tee, gieernment
George Gaulbert, Attalla Cox, W. the firm pay off the indebtedness as her price vras raised by Mr. Brad- officiaLs to deliver' fii the maneisers toR. Belknap, Marion E. Taylor, Logan without having to resort to issual shaw, came hack with another higher morrow. While it is not known officially the exact nature of the basis
C. Murray.
of the extra sum of stock mentioned. o tr.,. • 'I
MT. Caldwell !aid this committee The judge granted the injunction, Daughter Asks Attorney to Cease of settlement agreed upon by the men
it was stated by a man in authority
was satisfactory to him, and that he and is now looking into the receiverBidding .
that theprospects for a peaceable setwould afford the committee every fa- ship feature. Kellogg says the plant
the
bid
Mr. Bradshaw kept revising
cility t.) examine the books and busi- is worth $300,030, and debts aliment and .finally Mrs. Walters stepped up tlement of the difficulty were bright
ness of the :ompary.
to only Stoo,o00, or one-third.
to him and tearfully implored that he tonight.
Before entering the conference, both
desied from bidding on the place.
commissioners
declined to state the
die
of
tombstones
attorney
that
Franchise
Granted
Mrs.
Walters
told
the
the
Third Telephone
In Turkey
in Henderson.
faithful, vide:-the departed is a, man tie should not try to take away the nature of the final proposition of the
IIendereon, Ky., April 4.---The city of emicence, are capped with the fez home of MTS. Walters' aged father railroads. It is generally believed
that the managers have made slight
and mother.
council passed an ordinance last carved in thasble.
concessions, but this could not he
woman
of
a
for
the
este
again
the
little
providing
Time
and
night
third telephone franchise in this cite'. - 'Norway has five leper hospitals plead with the lawyer not to buy in confirmed.
The opinion is growing that a
the place, but he paid no attention
at the upset price of $itoo. The fran- -with about 600 patients.
strike of the two organizations can
whatevet to her.
chise is to be bought by the.Home
be averted, although there is no posFeeling Runs High.
Telephone company,,in order that exVeeling was running high by this itive 'assertion to this effect credited
tensions ana improvement, may be 'necessary by limitations and dissentime, and Colonel Singleton could no to either side of the controversy.
made. A new frainchinte is made sions among stockholdine
eseases- •
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ProspectsBright for
the Settlement of
Wage Scale on
the Western
Railroads

.
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GORGE US PRODUCTION THIS PEOPLE TO
EVENING AT THE KENTUCKY !DIRECT TRUSTS
PADUCAHANS WILL WITNESS
AND MOST BEAUTIFUL P1.'.
ED, THE COSTUMING BEIN
HAVE THEIR LINES WELL
FEATURES ARE OF GREA

ONE OF THE HANDSOMEST
RFORMANCES EVER PRESENT- CORPORATIONS MUST BE DEMOCRATIZED SAYS JUDGE
G ELEGANT, PARTICIPANTS
GROSSCUP.
IN HAND, AND THE DETAILED
T ATTRACTION.

"Shop By Daylight"
Remember It's Friday
At OGILVIE'S

Only Solution is To Take Them Out
Of Huila of Oligarchies of
Final preparations are being made er; Lottie Briggs, Aline Scopes,
Wealth, Says Jurist.
Agnes Adams, Lucile Rawleigh, Glawhich
carnival
flower
beautiful
for the
Nicholson,
Warfield, Mernie
dys
takes place at the Kentucky theatre Amy Simons, Dorothy
Rowland,
3$
this evening. Children and grown- Bessie Michael, Irma Robertson,
New York, April 4.—The demov.4
ups, decked iii exquisitely fashioned Katherine Wilkerson, Elwin Berry, cratization of the trusts was the keyWinnie
Acker,
costumes, will present one of the Beulah Acree, Mary
note of a speech delivered at Cooper
Potter, Lucile Palmer.
Union tonight by ijudge Peter S.
spectacupleasing
and
most elaborate
Carnation—Mary Burnett, leader;
lar performances ever given by lo- Gladys Coburn, Martha Cope, Anna Grosscup of the United States Circuit
cal talent. Time nor expense has Hays, Eliza Hale, Sudie Cabe11, Em- court of appeals at the rally meeting
been spared in the getting up of the ma Greer, Tillie Bauer, Ruth Hinkle, of first voters.
The corporations as at present conaffair, each matron and participant Miriam Lewis, Mildred Anderson,
trying to make her particular dance Pearl Riley, Lucile Adams, Dorothy ducted constitute an industrial olithe prettiest, and the manager .and Brainerd Marian Warren, Mary Bai- garchy, contended Judge Grosscup.
The people through their law-making
director, Prof. J. H. Mahler, himself ley, Ellen Ratcliffe.
oligarcha student of Kiralfy Bros., is now
Poppy—Mildred Orme, Lucyette bodes must destroy these
ready to show Paducah people some- Souk, leaders; Grace Hills, Ruby Mi- ies, so that the great body of the peothe ownthing beautiful in the extreme.
chael, Sarah Corbett, Amy Dreyfuss, ple can ,participate bah in
The entire affair is artistic, beau- Lucile Weil, Fred Paxton, Elizabeth ership and the control of the corpotiful and brilliant, and from present Kirkland, Pearl Michael, Lucia Pow- -rations. The time is ripe, he said,
for a vast political:movement having
indications rill be received by rous- ell. Lillian Abbott.
I
ing applagse.
Snow Balls—Helen Hills, Nelia this end .for its object.
Thomas L. Wheelis, the electrician Hatfield, Ethel Sights, Elizabeth
People.
by
Built
Railroads
of the Kentucky, under the direction Boswell, Lucile Graves, Katherine
Judge Grosscup spoke in part as
of Prof. Mahler, has been untiring in Donovan, Willie Willis, Annie Wil- follows:
his efforts to make this his best ef- liamson, Elizabeth Williamson, Lucy "Mr. Ryan is reported to have said
fort, and the garden scene and open- Belle Soule, Mamie Bauer, Eunice a few days ago that the railroads of
ing tableau will cause wonder and Robertson, Bess Lane, Ernestine the country were owned by the peoAlmes Cora Richardson, Cora Wil- ple of the country. In a sense that
admiration by all.
The stage will be ablaze with light son.
is true. The bonds that have built
Dabney, end equipped the railroads are owned
Chrysanthemums—Susie
and many unique electrical novelties
Emma by the people in
considerable
will be introduced, among which will leader; Elizabeth Terrell,
Smith, amounts. Time people own, too, the
Rebecca
the
Weille,
ceiling
Boyd,
Marie
the
from
suspended
be
letters. II. A. R., formed by hundreds Edith Cope, I.a Dena 'semen, Annie great bulk of the wealth in the form
of miniature red, white and blue Washington, Laura Townes, Mary of deposits in banks, insurance comLightfoot. I.ouise Campbell, Bess panies and the like that is largely
lights.
This production has not been plan- Gleaves, Gladys Bolling, Helen Mead utilized by railroad owners in the
ned on a cheap scale, but time, tal- Boiling. Helen Burkholder, Gepe- way o floammi to carry their securiFerguson, ties.
ent and expense laid oat. Therefore. vieve Broyles, Bertha
Seco is moderate indeed when this Edith Sherrill.
"But neither in the railroad werld
Rose Dance—Inez Ayers, Frances nor the corporation world generally
is considered.
"First, then, let us fully recognize
Th performauce will begin prompt. Soule, leaders: Blanche Anderson, have the people obtained any real
that the individual American has still
Sutherland,
Loraine
Durrett,
Pauline
repolitely
are
all
and
that
advantage
eight,
ly at
part i nthe power and
the property instinct. Secondly, that
quested to be in their seats at this Clarabel Futhey, Neil Holmes, Hat- goes with actual pmprietorship. The he has
the means. Thirdly (and here
Rose
Leastiger,
Ida
Henneberger.
tie
hut
Esau.
of
hand
boor.
hand may be the
where
our inunedice %%ink begins)
is
Helen
Garrison,
Leah
Fetter,
Lee
Those participating and in charge
the voice is the voice of Jacob. And let us remove the fall.t% that have
Dunninway, MarAgnes
Meter,
Van
ninety
are:
it is upon this great fact—the
jorie Martin. °ea Pryor. Anuabel and nine furnishing the means, but dii creed this instinct and these finanOverture—Deal's Orchestra.
cial means from nearly every kind
Spring- Acker. Annie Tomlinson,
2. Tableaux and Becker'.
practically deposed of participating of property that has gone into cortide solo--Miss Mamie Dreyfuss,
in the pinser and advantage of the porate form—that have destroyed his
property—
Godilese ef Flowers.
country's incorporated
confidence in the corporation as an
DUNNE TO PRACTICE LAW.
3. Butterfly Dance.
that the great question of the future aienue through which he individually
Susan
solo—Little
4. Doll Dance
hinges
can participate, with security, in the
Defeated Mayor of Chicago Takes
Porter Sleeth.
Corporations are Oligarchies.
great bulk of his country's property.
Philosophically.
Dance.
Result
5. Frog
eGevernments monopolized by a
Will Abolish Spoliation.
6. Water Lilies.
few have always been denounced as
corporation
"Thei reconstructed
tinrevised
4.—The
.Spril
Chicago,
Dance.
7. Carnation
oligarchies. It made no difference must haie no place in it for these
9 Little D. A. R. Dance—Char- official returns of yesterday's election that the soldier who defended such
Springtime is wall paper time. The season is here, Repaperthat, within or
show that •Biesse, the Republican governments came from the ranks of schemes of spoliation
lotte Wheeler.
ing go with house-cleaning, and the erne for both is at hand.
whose
people
the
without,
plunder
to. Snow Ball.
candidate for mayor, has begn elect- the people or that the mean' that
It you have had this kind of work done before you know
pattt.Chrysanthemum Dance.
ed by a plurality of 13,016 over sustained it were the savings of the capital has created inand %how
from past experience that delay until the middle of the season
rethe
In
it.
support
must
ronage
solo—Miss
12. Spanish Dance,
Dttnne The entire Republican city people—the goiceitment was none the
too often means disappointment. So, if you have not already
the secitriMildred Orme.
ticket has been elected with the ex- less an oligarchy so long as the mid- constructed corporation
placed your order with us, do so now, and avoid the nob.
some
in
related
be
must
isetied
ties
13. Rose Mate.
ception of Fnlward C. Young. we dleman, making ti pthe body of its
We are prepared to execute your mdse, regardless of its size,
in.
put
actually
values
14. Sun Flower Dance.
was beaten by John E. Treger, Dem- people. was excluded from part and way to the
will do the work promptly and coneedy.. We have an
and
"In the reconstructed corporation
is. Procession of Flowers. with ocrat, by 7,q3 The city council will
corps of men who understand htlillek decorating. See
efficient
actual power wielded.
the
in
parcel
trustees
be
officers
not only must the
4yAnrerica" sung by all.
be Democratic by the same number
our stock of paper Beautiful in designs mad in rest variety.
greatest chapter in the of the stockholders, held to the strict
the
"And
Matrons and Their Assistants.
as the, old city council-ethirty-sir history of the human race is not that
How do tnese prices strike you?
accountability to which individual
Matron of Butterfly Dance—Mrs. Democrats to thirty-four Republicans.
tells of the struggle of the in- trustees are now held and denied the
which
cent Wall Paper at per roll
Charles Wheeler.
5E
The following prospective appoint- dividual man to open to himself the
trustees are
individual
as
privilege,
Assistant—Mrs. T. D Wilcox
Mayby
announced
ments have been
success.
its
of
and
power
roll
to
of
per
at
doors
cent Well Paper,
now denied, of making profit out of
Matrons of Frog Dance—Mrs 1 our-elect Busse:
"Every sitcp from oligarchy toward the trust, but the administration of
0. Walker, Mrs. C. H. Cherublin.
Wilson;
If.
I's
is
cent Wall Paper, at per roll
Comptroller, Walter
•104'
in that great struggle was the trust, as in the case of the indiMatrons of Water Lily Dances— corporation counsel, Milton J. Fore- Democracy
in our vidual trustees, must be constantly
step
Every
forward.
step
a
"InSpecial prices on all high grade paper. Get your order in
Mrs. Hal Waters. Mrs. Claude
man or Edward Brundage: coritmis- industrial life, from individual indusbefore the rush.
kept under the eye of sonic tribunal
stil.
itionee of public works, John J. Han- try owned by the people to corporAnd in the rethe
of
government.
Assistant—Mrs. Will Gray.
Shipberg; chief of police, George
ate industry owned by the few, has constructed corporation tangible inMatron of Carnation Dance—Mrs. pey or Hunan Schoenler.
been a step backward.
ducements ought to be given to the
M. B. Nash.
'Mayor 'Dunne did not appear at
'Can they be arrested so that here. workman, the clerk, the employe of
Assistants—Mrs. !Avid Van Ce- his
office until late in the day, when as in the transforntation from olievery kind, to secure proprietorship."
rn. Mrs. Hal Cofbett.
Out the following statement: garchy to democracy in the world of
gave
he
States Have Made Beginning.
Matron of Snow Ball—Mrs. H. S.
"I was defeated by the money pow- political government the individual
sonic of the state legislature's
"In
Wells.
of this city, but of the whole middle American, made sure of bread
Assistants—Mrs. W. J. Hill-, Mrs. er. not
bills
have
already appeared for the
United States. I fought a fair fight and shelter, education and higher
Victor Voris.
Of the corporation on the
reformation
After I have had a week's wages, may obtain at the same time
Matron of Chiyeanthenonns—Mrn and lost..
Governor Ilughes
lines
indicated.
rest I shall return to the practice of an open door to an aspiring man's
Fannie Allard.
seems to have taken partial hold.
place and part in the great new in- thouu'i limiting hie attention to pubAssistants—Mee. H. G Reynold', law."
Soon after arriving at the city hill diettrial life that surrounds him'
11r- Jos. I.. Friedman.
lic utility corporations. Governor DcDance—Mrs. 'he sent the following message to
Transformation Can be Wrought.
Matron of Roes
neen is moving- in Illinois.
Busse:
ect
Mayor-el
"For my part. I believe that the
Lloyd Boswell.
"But the steady forward forces will
-The vanquished salutes the vic- transformation can he brought about. not effectively act •n until these well•
Assistants—Mrs. Frank Boyd, Mrs,
DUNNE."
MAYOR
Armoar Gartner, Mrs. Bettie Buck- tor.
The real question i% not so much, intentioned hut spnemodic efforts
ner.
Can it be done? as, How shall it he smell into a uniform national nicieeNorthern Indiana Teachers Meet. done? How shall we set about this mein. The corporation to be genSun Flower Matroc—Mrs. George
C. Thompson.
South Bend, Ind.. Apriles.—For the work id transforming the new great uinely reformed must be reformed
$100,000
Capital stock
Decorating Committee—Mrs. L. third time in a quarter of a century life from an industrial oligarchy to everywhere.
S. DuBois. chairman: Miss Emily South Bend hae thrown her gates an industrial democracy?
$34,000
Surplus
"Events now transpiring, events upMorrow, Mrs. James Baldwin and we open in welcome to the mem"How shall genuine reform be permost in the d•scuseion of the hour,
Kittie Willis.
bers of the Northern Indiana Teach- brought about
How shall we set seem to make this the time to set
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
Music Committee—Ills George B. ers- association, one of the largest abont the work of getting the in- that national movement on foot."
to business intrusted to us.
Hart, chairman.
ediseutilmal bodies of the entire coun- divideal American into his rightful
Advertising Cesrmittee—Miss
try. The silver jubilee or twenty- place and part in the great new life
0. W. ROBERTSON, Prest
N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
College Baseball Today.
Nforrow, Mrs. Roy McKinney and tifth annual meeting of the associa- of which he is now chiefly an indusUniversity .1 renitsyhania
'Mrs. ReyneldF.
tion was formally opened this after- trial part only? How.can we bring Georgetown university at WashingProf. John IT. Mahler, and wk, noon and will continue until the end about in this era of industrial build- ton, D. C.
of St. Louis. have directe4 thi; beaa- of the week. Between three and four ing on which America has- entered
Both Phones, No. 8go.
George Washington university vs.
tiftil carnival and lave proven them- thousand teachers are in attendance what was achieved in the old era of
Syracuse university at Washington,
selves artists.
and they come from the entire notth- nation building, out of which we have D. C.
Mrs. F.. G. Boone is chairman of ern half of Indiana and from across
just emerged?
Villa Nova college vs. Virginia Milthe Flower Carnival.
FOUR MEN WOUNDED
the Michigan and Illinois state lines. "By employing here, I answer, as itary Institute at Lexington. Va. "THIS IS MY 54TH BIRTHDAY"'
Dances ana Dancers.
—Henry St. George Tucker.
In addition to the issual papers mad was employed there, the fundamental
Fniversity of South Carolina vs.
Wheeler, discussions on educational topics the axiom that if the right avenues are
Betterny — Charlotte
During a Small Riot on Streets of
Daiidson college at Davidson, S. C.
Elizabeth Hale, Vivian Ruble, Fran- iv-inventing' will listen to a number of fully opened up man's natural inHenry St. George Tucker, the emLynchburg, Va.
University of Alabama vs. N'auderces Adams. Kathleen Palmer, Marie kecturere and speakers of note.
stincts will do the rest."
hilt university at Tuscaloosa, Ala. inent Sotithern lawyer who, as presiBerry, Mollie Gardner. Helen PulLynchburg, Va., April 4.—A small
Must Control Corporations.
University of North Caroling vs. dent, is directing the affairs of the
liam. Tone Rose, Juliet Thdrepson,
riot
exposition,
Centennial
Jamestown
occurred tonight at Fifth and
pomen
to
is
'government'
Teachers_
'What
Infand Empire
University of Georgia at Chapel IIill,
Jane Adair Wright, Muriel Riker,
was born in W•nchester, Va., April Main streets in which two white men
Lewiston, Idaho, April 4.--Begin- litically organized the 'corporation' is N. C.
Elizabeth Hills, Elizabeth Quick, An- ning today and continuing until Sat- to modern industry organized. And
Trinity college vs. North Carolina 5, 1853. Ile graduated from Wash- and two negrocs were shot, one of
nie Smith, Elizabeth Reddick, Mil- urday the Inland b:rnpire Teachers' as into the institution of govern- A. & M.. at Raleigh, N. C.
ington and I.ee University in 1875 the negro's wounds probably being
dred Perry, Emma .Gleaves, Mary association is to hold its ninth annual ment was introduced sentries- to the
Erskine college vs. Newberry col- and the following year was admitted fatal. All have been removNI to the
Smith, Ruth Johnson,. Jennie Rasele contention in this city.. The asso- individual man, working his way up
to the bar. From 1889 to 1897 lie re- city hospital.
at Newberry, S. C.
lege
Susan Porter Sheeth, Flo Armee- ciation is one: of the most important to full participation in political powThree white men were all.iing on
Clemson College VS, Georgia Tech- presented his district in congress. In
trout.
the latter year he Succeeded his fath- Fifth street and were jostled off the as
in the north er, into the corporation must be in- nological Institute at Atlanta, Ga.
organitatioes
educational
Thonipsotet
Sunflowers—Misses
west and embraces in its membership troduced the prohibitions and limitaFurman university vs. Presbyterian er as professor of constitutional and sidewalk by fuuur negroes, one of the
Calissi, St. John, Powell; liessrs.1
of she four states, Wash- tions, the way; and means, that will college of South Carolina at Green- insernational law and equity at Wash white men being knocked down in
teachers
the
Wade, Salvo, Henneberger, ITagby.
ington and Lee univeretty, lie re- the gutter. A quarrel ensued and a sfr.I
ington. Oregon, Idaho and Montana. give eecurity to the individual Am- ville, S. C.
Frogs—John Orme. soloist: Nelmained with the university until tgo3 general shooting followed, ten or a
for this erican working his way toward procolBaker
prepared
vs.
university
programme
Missouria
The
son Soule, leader: Thomas Rivers,
when lie went to Columbian (now dozen shots being exchanged. A:
interesting prieterehip in the industrial fields.
of
full
Mo,
is
at
lege
Columbia,
meeting
year's
David Lewis, Edgar Reddick Ewen
, university as passing car was struck a number of
To
stay.
Washington)
to
George
here
is
eorporaton
dis"The
and
papers
of
way
the
in
Russell. Charles Dorian. Conroy Do features
of jurisprudence times, the glass in the vestibule beschools
our
the
fathof
if
dean
as
would
be
topics and ad- destroy it
The United Kingdom, which is the
ran, Waddy Lang, Ham Loving, cussions-son school
government
and
and diplomacy. mg shattered. The wounded white
law,
and
politics
reforming
of
eduers,
instead
by
several
of
lectures
cattle
world
the
in
largest
importer
Warren Gilbert, Terrence Gardner, dresses and
has ar- that it mighf open tip avenues to the and sheep for slatightering purposes, In 1904 Mr. Tucker was honored with l men arc A. L. Wier. who was shot
Lewiston
notn.
wide
of
cators
Mark Smith, Henry Tiernan, Stanley
ranged splendid entertainment for the individual main had destroyed govern- is oddl yenough the largest exporter the presidency of the American Bar /in the left leg. end S. C. Crawford,
I'etter, Palmer Janes.
association.
who .was struck in the right hip.
. _
of horses for the same purpose.
-en; A Mal1114.44.4.4 ment altogether.
Niger Liix,.-144arzarei milieet lead- vi3it°rs.

The biggest Friday sale ever held is now in progress.
If you miss this you miss lots. Its on RUGS, LACE
CURTAINS, SILKS, EMBROIDERIES, MUSLIN
UNDERWEAR,LINENS, LAWNS,etc.
If you need a Rug, come today.
If you need Lace Curtains, come today.
If you need Muslin Underwear, come today.
If you need anything in Our Line come today.
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"THE STORE THAT HAS THE GOODS"
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GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.

306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
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Blew's Pharmacy

,

These are RED GUM COUGH SYRUP,a cure when others:
fall, and BLEW'S STOMACH TABLETS,the cure for indigestion. Both conform to Uncle Sam's Pure Foodl& Drug Act

Makes Two Special Remedies
WHICH ARE DISPENSED UPON; ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE WHEREVER TSOLD

SOLD IN
PADUCAH BY

LANG BROTHERS

tti

'BUCKET

ti

4
ci

SHOP OPERATOR
1 ONE MAN
CONFEDERATE
,
Mattil
eral
Co.
Efing
FINED $100ATHIS TIME
Undertakers and Embalmers.
NOT AFRAID
PROGRAMME

;4=11
180 S. THIRD STREET;
1.10
PADUCAH. KY
HENRY ARENZ ASSESSED THIS PENALTY FOR CONDUCTING
PLACE HE CLOSED JANUARY 1, WHILE HIS $7so FINE IS CHRISTIAN COUNTY FARMER OUTLINE SHOWS MANY NICE
AFTER MAN WHO SPOILED
FEATURES FOR RICHMOND
ANDERSON
PENDING IN APPELLATE COURT — CICERO
PLANT BED.
TODAY
MEETING.
HAS
UP
PRISON—JUDGE
GOT TWO YEARS IN
MORE BILLS CHARGING WOMEN WITH RUNNING BAWDY
HOUSES—CONSIDERABLE BUSINESS.
Traces Act to a Trigg County Man Quite a Nurnber of Paducahans Will
Get
and
Will
Warrant
Participate in the Assembly at
01
For
Arrest.
company
That City.
Distillery
Paducah
the
'
1
The
Henry Arcrae, proprietor of
Slachicali Commission company, waa was fined ;too and costs for minor
fined Stoo and coets in the circuit improper literature in advertising its
Affairs in Trigg county are rapidly
court yesterday on the charge of buisi ne ss.
Quite a delegation from Paducah
lawlessness. will attend the gathering of the Unreaching a state of
maintaining a nuicance in the whape
Todey's Docket.
amounting almost to anarchy in the ited Confederate Veterans associaof a commission "bucket shop" at
The judge hias docketed for trial section extending from Gracey to tion at Richmond, Va., and arrangeFourth and Broarlway until the first
of the year, %hen he had to close on the following indictments: Virgil Cerulean Springs and beyond says the ments to that end are being gradually Sin
ticetnint of the city council raising Holcomb, charged with stealing sev- Hopkinsville Kentuckian. People here made now. The convention starts on
the license for houses of this chararc- eral hundred dollars from the steam- 'Monday from that section said that May 30 and lasts up to and including
per year. This indict- er Kentucky while clerk upon that nearly all of the plaintieds have been June 3. A number of Paducah vetler to $2,o
snent on which be was fined yester- craft and alter he was clerk also: C. ruined, the association members suf- erans and daughters of the Confeder-day was returned by the December C. hfalone end H. G. Parks, charged fering with the rest_ One informant acy have received copies of the progrand jury, only a few days after he with engaging in a fight in front of said the beds of Mr. Nabb and other gramme for the reunion, the outline
A brand new home, just completed, front porch with large colwee fined during that term the enor- Sam Gott's saloon cep North Fourth association leaders, it is reported, have showing the folowing:
umn, back porch lattcied in. Reception Hall, Parlor, Large Bed
mous sum of $75o for running the street: Herman Mathis, Wm. Bolin been sowed with grass seed. It is beRoom, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed RD0m, One
Thursday, May 3o—Meeting of conestablishment. He has taken to the and Nicholas Gains, colored, charged lieved that a spirit of retaliation has vention in morning and parade of
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water. Located on
appellate court at Frankfort the $750 with escaping while "trusties" around been aroused and that front now on Veteran cavalry assoc;ation, Army of
40x1603 feet
lot
, fiae in attempting to get it set aside. the county jail, where they were nobody's tobacco bed or barn will Northern Virginia, and unveiling of
slipping
for
term
months'
outsix
being
legitimate
to
a
the
is
doing
This
be
safe.
yesterday
"I lile confemed
Stuart statue in the afternoon. Night,
silky and this new penalty was as- into the home of Chief of Police Col- come of the lawless spirit that has reception to veterans by Bons of
lins, at Fifth and Jones streets, and disgraced Trigg, Caldwell and Lyyon
seised.
INCORPORATED.
Veterans and sponsors and maids of
stealing esetything on the dinner counties for months.
honor.
table; the Illinois Central railroad.
Now and then a man is heard of
See L. D. Sanders, Office aui South Sixth. Phone 765.
Cicero Anderson Sentenced.
Friday. May 31.—Meeting of conThe jury yesterday morning re- charged with maintaining a nuisance; who is not utterly terrorized. Kish vention in the morning, business sesplete() in the Ckero Anderson killing Chen Berger, Pat Lydon and John Malone, one of the men whose beds
sion and reception in the afternoon, 111111as•-_
W and sent him to the penitentiary Mlocirc. charged with furnishing liquor were sowed about two weeks ago, is
ball and entertainment of Confedertor two years for lailling John Mix to minors: Mrs. Charles Averitt, reported to have appeared at an asVeterans at night.
ate
Fannie
Hooks,
school
Cora
Era
Mt.
at
Blanchard
meeting
sociation
one night last July during a quarrel Dora
Saturday, June 1.—Business session
in the Tear yard of Chartey Graham's Murphy and Oro Spencer, charged house on the night of March 23rd,
Entertainment of
saloon on Ninth and Kentucky ave- with maintaining a nuisance in the and to have boldly accused one of in the morning.
and maids of honsponsors
Veterans,
nature of bawdy houses frequented the men present of sowing his beds,
nue.
in the afternoon.
public
or
the
and
these
indicttracked
character,
had
he
dissolute
by
that
of
and
and
age
declared
years
ts
The lad is only
mansion
executive
the
at
Reception
work
good
the
him from the bed to his home. The
Ii the oldent of a number of little ments being result of
Virginia.
of
governor
Charles
the
by
Frontierimen;"
last
warrant
a
"The
out
poor
of
his
got
accused
by
man
after
looked
chikiren
Sunday. June a—Memorial address
widowed molter. who Ii e noble and Smith, Theobald Peters and John week for Malone's arrest in Trigg
appeal
services at the auditorium in the
three
and
all
took
Malone
Company,
that
said
is
Pc
It
liaH
county..
&lutist
the
needs
woman,
chriptian
and
city
the
afternoon.
in
fined
his
was
for
also
Peters
steps to get out one
once of the accused Already a peti- case*.
After a talk over the tele- •Monday, June 3—Grand parade and
lion is being ciseulated asking Gov- police court $so for selling liquor arrest.
t
on
store
his
at
license
a
withont
phone with parties in Cadiz, It was unveiling of Jefferson Davis monuO ierrior Beckham to pardon the young
fellow and it will he forwarded to Broadway near Eleventh street, while decided that Mslone's plantbeds were ment in the morning. Grand rally at
him at once. A majority of the the Hall drug firm of Fifth and Nor- in Christian county and not in Trigg. Convention Hall of Veterans. Sons
jurors have stated that under the law ton was fined in the police court on The warrant sworn otiF for his arrest of Veterans, sponsors, maids of hon, gad evidence they could do nothing the charge of selling cocaine withoga has not been served. If this state of or. Sfesmoria! association and Uniti issit convict the lad, but they stand a prescription to different people. affairs is as reprsented the Christian ed Daughters of the Confederacy at
II
ready and more than willing to sign They and Smith appealed the matter county authorities at last have a case night
to the circuit bench.
to deal with this side of the Trigg
the peittion requesting executive
,• ,„pie
On finiehing with these actions county line. Mr. Malone has not yet
-clemency.
MYSTERY CLEARED UP.
There %%ere filed away for future docketed for todoy the judge has asked for a Christian county warrant.
reference two indietmente charging disposed of the indictments of the Those who know him best say that he
Hot Springs, Ark.. April 4.—That
George Collier with gambling, three December grand jury, leaving before is a featless man and cannot be intimiaccusing him of furnishing liquor to him only the cases restating from in- dated. lie lives on the county line the waters of the hot springs of this
a minor and one &ceasing him of set- dictments rettirneel by the present and it is a •doubtful question which city are radie-active has just been
grand jurors. The latter are handing county has jurisdiction. If he knows unequivocally demonstrated by Herfeting garnblIng on his premises
Charles Hall, John Itse and Andy them it, in hatches of half a dozen who destroyed his property he can man Schent, assistant professor of
get a warrant in Christian county, if the physical laboratory of the UniStewart were each fined $ao for gam- every day.
it occurred here, and bring about a versitx of Missouri.
bling and then another like indictmuch needed investigation of a spement against all was filed away.
Property Sold
The result of his investigation is
In breach of the peace -charges
Master Connnitsioncr Cecil Reed des of lawlessness that must be the end of a long investigss:on and
Newt Thomas was given a contin- has transferred to %V. M. Reed for stopped in law-abiding communities. analysis of the hot waters here, in
uance. a. was Harry Pike, while Soso° property on the north side of It is a penitentiary offense to destroy an effort to determine the cause of
George Scott was dismissed.
Jefferson between Twenty-fir-et and plantbeds and if Kiah Malone knows their wonderful curative powers. The
A pnstportement until the Septem- Twenty-second streets. The indent- who destroyed his beds, he owes it to work ha% been carried on at the inber term of court was given Frank ure was filed for record with the society a% well as himself to prosecute stigation of former Superintendent
the guilty party.
4 IStevens(cn. Clarence Fry, Albert Jett, county clerk yesterday.
Eisele of the government reserva'Rupert Gross. Walter Grimes and
MaryElizabeth Head and Louis P.
tion. Schcnt has also found that the
Tommy Johnson on the charges of Head soid to Roberta V. Yerbro for
4
MET DEATH IN FLAMES.
W.IF. Bradshaw, J. A. Bauer, LoitirighTir.
tufa clustered around the springs is
r.
1 gambling.
$300 their interest in Fourth and
also radio-active to a considerable
A. Petter, C. F. Rieke, Muscoe Burnett, Geo. C.
•
Joe %Vallee was given a coirtinu- George street property.
Bride and Groom on Bridal Tour extent.
4 since of the bill accuning him of racProperty in the Fountain park ad"Alsays.
Schein
Death.
Burn to
Thompson, President.; T. J.!Atkins, Vice-Pres.;
In a" open letter
ing his horse on the public highway. dition has been bought by Fritz 11.
Sutton, W. Va, April 4.—Dr. and though but a limited number of samEd. L. Atkins, Cashier.
Druggists Charles 0. Ripley. L. H. Metzger from Charles Rioter for Mrs. Lloyd Garce of this place were
ples of tufa have been thus far testStephon and James P. Sleeth were $715.
burned to death tonight when the ed, still the results found indicated
given ciertinuances of the cases
Riverview hotel was destroyed by that thc distribution of radium in the
- where they were fined in the police
Administrator Qualified.
Mr. and Mrs. Garee were mar- spring deposits is general."
fire.
court on the charge of selling liquor
C. A. Isbell qualified) as adminis- ried yesterday in Moundsville. W.
The people here are elated over the
on the Sabbath. They all appealed trator of the estate of the late A. J.
route to the home discovery, as it not only solves a
en
were
and
Va..
to the circuit court
Wintersmith. colored.
of the groom's mother, where a wed- mystery that has been a puzzle for
ding supper awaited them.
some years, and also because the
WILL NOT DISSOLVE
springs will receive new and authoriMurdered on Lookout
DOUMA. SO IT IS SAID
tative advertising which will draw
Chattanooga, Tenn., April 3.—Ed thousands more of the sick to this
St. Petersburg. April 3.—The As- Turner, the husband of the young place. The presence of radium in the
sociated Press is authorized to give a woman who was murdered on Look- hot waters is the only solution that
positive and categorical denial of the out Mountain yesterday, is a mem- scientists con give to the wonderful
various rumors that have been in cir- ber .of the Turner feudist gang in curative properties of the springs.
culation here and been telegraphed Breathitt comity, Kentucky. It is
41
abroad to the. effect that the cabinet said that he has been tried two or
Louisiana Teachers.
had decided to dissolve the lower three times for murder, No trace of
Shreveport, La., April 4.—More
house of parliament. The correspond him has been found. The murder was
ent learned that a few of the reac- committed in plain view of the in- than t000 delegates and visitors are
S I LOVIS
tionary members of the cabinet main- cline tracks, the throat of the hand- in Shreveport for the annual convention of the Louisiana state teachers'
tain that the lower house should be some young woman being cut.
association and more are aeriving on
dissolved on any pretext, but the matevery train. The convention was forter has not been discnssed at any
Horticulture Discussed.
one of the three last sessions of the
Lake Charles, La.. April 4.—,-This mally opcnd this afternoon with the
cabinet.
was another interesting and profit- association president, C. A. ryes, of
The credal moment, however, is able day for thesmembers of the Lou- Minden, in the chair. Tonight Presi• Recently Enlarged
.
It's up-to-date construction a ad the scientific principle upon which
expected tomorrow, when a vote will isiana state horticultural society, in dent W. 0. Thompson, of the Ohio WHY'
•
WIT14
it is built, gives it STRENGTH, DURABILITY AND LIGHTNESS
be taken on the Constitutional Dem- annual .session here. Pecan culture, State university speaks before the as25,000 New Words ocratic motion to refer the budget to truck growing, orange culture in sociation. Another eminent educat- OF DRAFT, which when once trie6 gains for it friends and patrons.
4
Now Gazetteer of the World
For sale, both one and two-horse sizes, by
a committee. There is a Social Dem- southwest Louisiana and orange cul- or on the programme is SuperintendWith more than 110,000 titles, based on lb.
ToLouis.
St.
the
of
Soldan
among
mowere
the
reject
Louis
to
F.
amendment
delta
ent
ocratic
latest census returns!
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New Prices on Cloth
and Voile Suits
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COMPANY MUST REDUCE GRADE PREPARING FOR
OF JEFFERSON STREET TRACK RECONSTRUCTION
THE CITY ENGINEER WAS DIRECTED - TO GIVE TRACTION
PEOPLE PROPER GRADE SO THEY CAN UNDERTAKE
WORK AT ONCE—CHARGES PREFERRED AGAINST CITY
PHYSICIAN WILLIAMSON—E. W. BERRY REJECTED LICENSE TO OPEN SALOON AT 208 KENTUCKY AVENUE—
MEETING OF ALDERMEN.

SUPERMTENDENT COBOURN
HERE FROM
MEMPHIS
YESTERDAY.

California
Swee1PeaSeeds

As Soon As Illinois Central Gets
Tracks Moved the Reconstruction Work Starts.
The street car company will have cause Agents Beebout St Smith took
every bay nay obtain at Ms own a pockto get to work right away lowering the p( licy st a rate cheaper than
Ngd Cotifontio Sweet ha $oodo 11U11
its tiocke on West Jefferson street Hummers. Now Hummel informs
beyond Fountain .aiieusue, else the the aldermen he will make a rate still
Superintendent. J. W. Coburn, of
TIE SMIS1 MIMES
board of public works will be com- lower by $556 than Bebout & Smith, the Mrinphis Paving and Asphalt
and the aldermen passed Hummel',
bee Dm so Measses to illwrikoato kw to
pelled to take &es& steps in this
There are no
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sac Como OM.is.dor us oar
Every suit
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••• d• sac h••• mins milthing---dis swat
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board
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there
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mark of style
up to see when things would be
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tain better
A. G. Sullivan was granted a lithen if the street car people did not
hill Ow
is the Inat Ness&
ready for him to start work of reand elegance
take some step it would be op to cense several weeks ago to open a
Cam la mil aripis I.
workmansh i p
constructing First street from Broadstreet,
but
Broad
1533
at
saloon
,them.
. U. BACON,
and costa no
way to Washington street, and was
than do the
The tracks running down the cen- dropped dead before he could run the
aeventh
and Jacksoon Sts.
informed by City -Engineer Washter of Jefferson street beyond Foun- place. His widow now asks to be
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more than the
Cenington
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that
the
yet
to
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the
paid
tain avrnue are on a gravel road-bed refunded the $50 he
in our sale.
common kind.
whicn is elevated to the extent that for the license, and this was ordered tral railroad had not commenced the
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informed
Washington
Engineer
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remodeled seal of the society shows
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the clasped hands of Japanete and
they do not do 411 willingly.
the Miss Maud Tucker and Mr. Heys
Filipinos and the rigid oath of the
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Jacob Married Last Evening.
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Our After Easter Suit Reduction
Sale is now on and will continue all
through this entire week.
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Real Estate Agency

Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal

Also dealer in Lime and Cement

Agent for Wilitehall and Agatite Cement

H. M. CUNNINGHAM

Phones

Old 960, New 245:

, !Thirteenth and Adams Street
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ANNOUNCEMENTS SPRIING STYLES

People
Say

Mayor.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Charles Reed for mayor
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.

OUR PERFUMES
ARE

Short Milks on New York Fashions
We are authorized to announce the
By Miss Fannie Fields.
candidacy of G. R. Davis for mayor,
subject to the Democrat

BEST

Just sample any other perfume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store perfumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what enable us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coming into our possession.

ic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.

EiXTH AND BROADWAY

WE USE

The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS

Star Laundry
'Phone secs

I WOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE

PADUCAH CENTRAL
1NCOORA r )

s 3D6 irony. Day and Night
School
-. Latalogne

SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE

The heart of the flower manufac- trich feathers
are most
We are authorized to announce the turer is gladdened
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER
as he strolls up millinery trimmings, but elegant of
CENT INTERcandidacy of Joe E. Potter for mayor, Broadway
their use is
, Twenty-third street or restricted, as a
handsome one is now
subject to the Democratic Primary to Sifth
EST ON IT AND SEE 110W.SOON YOU WIL
avenue, and views the millinery $35.00.
LHAVE A BIG
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
BAND ACCOUNT.
exhibits of leading houses. Flowers
Parasols.
of every description in their fresh,
White
embroidered linen parasols
City Clerk.
beautiful hues, are more than charm- with scalloped
edges will retain their
We are authorized to announce ing
-shown
in wreaths, clusters, or old-time favor as long
City Clerk Henry Bailey as a candias the white
singly, and in accordance with the fad lasts,
and once more the. well
date for re-election to the office of
"mushro
om"
fad, they come in small dressed woman will
city clerk subject to the Democratic
sport a linen parWILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
Primary to be held Thursday, May a, size, it is true, but with a silvery, asol to match each tailor suit. Emglistening surface, totally at variance broidered
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
silk in white or colors and
1907.
with nature. However, they are here pongees
lined with a color, together
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS.
We are authorized to announce and perch on a black chip brim, in s‘ith beautiful
flowered silk parasols
Maurice M. McIntyre as a candidate company with half blown roses, and on the
Pompadour and Dresden orfor city clerk, subject to the Demo- often with velvet strawberies. Bright der, often cause
a shop window to
cratic Primary to be held Thursday, green cherries arc another vagary, "blossom like
a
rose."
Red or "crushand as yet grapes have not fulfilled ed strawberry"
May 2, 1907.
add their quota of colearly expectations.
or, and many plain silk parasols are
City Treasurer.
Leading Features.
edged with a band of chene silk.
A special attraction just now is an White chiffon
We are authorized to announce the
and white or black
candidacy of William Kraus for city exaggerated crown of plain, dotted or lace remain
standard, often the preftreasurer, subject to the Democratic striped *saline, which is economical, erence of highly
310 Broadway
refined taste. The
Primary to be held Thursday, May 2, as with fashionable accessories, only handles of
imported parasols always
the edge of the brim is seen. Color- match the
1907.
parasol in color.
ed chiffon is another stylish material
The
Cutaway Cost.
We are authorized to announce the for crowns, in gay plaids and floral
As it is scarcely consistent with
cand dacy of John W. McKnight for figures, but the deft fingers of
the
city treasurer, subject to the Demo- skilled modiste arc necessary to ar- fashion to permit one shape to monopolize the field, a cutaway comes to
cratic Primary to be held Thursday. range these lovely puffings in
an art- the front, very becoming to slender
May 2, 1907.
istic manner. Black and white strip- figures and
useful for cool spring
ed net is also in vogue for crowns, weather,
but not so generally serviceCity Attorney.
and proportions are altogether ig- able as
the Eton, the favorite of young
We are authorized to announce the nored.
Flowers sparingly dotted and old. Plainly
made, nothing more
candidacy of John G. Miller. Jr., for along the lower
edge of such crowns suitable than the
Eton can be imagcity attorney, subject to the Demo- give contrast, or
sometimes are plac- ined for morning wear,
cratic Primary to be held Thursday, ed directly on
and elaborthe crown at the front. ately trimmed is equally
May a. 1907.
desirable
for
Colored Straws.
afternoon or evening wear. Low
Closely
woven straws in several shoes are
We are authorized to announce the
almost universally worn
Foe the Ceavesisoce of our patrols tad the citlsens alfalieseb.
candidacy of Frank A. Lucas, for colors are in great prestige, ont more from this time on and tan shoes eswe
so,
however, than black chip, conse- pecially the
brae
placed copies ol the directories of the cities nested below is the Jeers
city attorney, subject to the Demobrown shades, are very
cratic Primary to be held Thursday, quently the Neapolitan braid is in a popular. Hosiery to match is still lag Register office at p3 Broadway, where the pubic Ii iweised ee csig
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities nested.
May 2, 1907..

Caron Directory Company

Of Louisville, Kandy
Branch Office in Paducah a The

REGISTER OFFICE

THE SIXTY CITES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS

We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of A. L. Harper for
city attorney, subject to the Democratic primary to be held Tuesday,
May 2, 1907.

ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
STATE&

City Aseess.x.
We are authorized to announce W.
Stewart Dick as a candidate for reelection to the office of city assessor,
subject to the Democratic Primary
to be held Thursday, May a, ger.
City Jailer.
Vkie are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe A. Putchase for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Primary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read for
city jailer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May a,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L. Beadles for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Primary :o be held Thursday. May 2,
1907.

Excursion

We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Hyrnarsh for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Primary to be held Thursday, May 2,
Rt. Loins and Tennessee River Pack- 1907.
We are authorized to arnounce the
at company-the cheapest and bee
candidacy of Mann W. Clark for city
facursion out of PadecsA.
jailer, subject to the Demncratic Primary to be held Thursday. May 2,
1907.
.11.11...

the Round Trip to
rim & rotor
$800 ForTennessee

It is a trip of pleasure, condos
and test; good service, good tabl
good rooms, etc. Boats leave eacil
!Wednesday and Saturday at s p.
For other information apply to Jas
✓oger, superintendent; Freak L
grown, agent

Excursion Rates on
The Rive'
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.0o;
Unlimitud Ticket $5.00, meals and
berth included.

ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
tif five or over, t.r.so each, without
bleak; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
Eurther particulars see
B. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pus. Ag'sot
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Paw&
Agent, Phone 33.

111111
1
small minority A parti-colored green (the prevailing
mode
straw, shown by a leading house is
Linen Suits.
very nearly covered with green grass
The reign of the linen suit continwith a few roses and two or three ues, and
contrasting hand embroidery
mushrooms at the front, and crim- on both white
and colored linens is
We are authorized to announce the son ribbon velvet loops
and ends are the preferred ornamenta
tion. The
candidacy of R. M. Wiles for city artistically entwined among
the grass. shade of the embroider). is
reproducjailer, subject to the Democratic Pri- A black chip has very wide
pink ribmary to be held Thursday, May 2, bon tied around the crown ending in ed on the skirt hem an don the jacket. and white soutache braid used in
1907
a huge !sok at the front, and at one these
colored facings is quite effectside two sprays of white lilacs are ive. The
St. Gall Swiss muslins were
School Tnistee.
brightened by two half-open pink never so
charming. Colored dots we
1.Ve are authorized to announce the roses.
no novelty, but this season embroidcandidacy of lien Weille for school
Bieck Chips.
eries come in beautiful floral designs,
trustee from the Second ward, subA handsome black chip seen at wreaths basket
designs, orchids and
ject to the action of the city demo- Wanamakers has a very large velvet
critic primary to be held Thursday, ribbon bow at the front, and at the various other flowers.
FANNIE FIELD.
May 2.
hack, the ribbon is inserted through
the straw, the ends intended to fall DISCUSS
ING MERGER
over the shoulders of the wearer. In
OF CHURCHES.
this shape the brim 16 very much•wider at the back than at the front. Very 1 Disciples of Christ
and Baptists May
large, white plumes at the left side
Unite.
give an elegant finish. The display
I Cincinnati„April 4.-With a propoof white ostrich plumes, accounts to
sition before it looking toward the
some extent for the .marked prefer- merger
of two great church organizaence accorded to black chip. Quite a tions,
the ninth annual congress of
number of yellow Leghorns are /he Disdples
of Christ, which met in
shown, trimmed with black and white Cincinnat
i today will be of great sigvelvet and plumes.
nificance its the religious world.
A Striking Leghorn.
, At the congress, held in IndianA very full draping of soft blue apolis, a committe
e of ten was apsilk trims a large Leghorn, and at pointed to make
overtures and formthe left side where the brim tilts up- ulate a plan for "closer
relations
ward a little, the silk is shaped into tween the Bapti5ts and Disciplesbeof
an elegant bow. Around the crown Christ.- This committee will
report
(over the silk) is a triple circlet of at the conclusion of the three days'
tiny pink and blue flowers. A mark- session of the congress in Cincinnati.
ed preference is shown for white li- It is understood that its/ report will
lacs, either singly or in combination advocate the merger of the two
with roses, both full or half open. Os- churches. •

W H Y BUY HAND-MEDOWN CLOTHES AT
TAILOR-MADE PRICES WHEN
YOU CAN GET REAL TAILORMADE CLOTHES, MADE HERE
AT HOME. EXCLUSIVE PATTERNS AND GUARANTEED TO
FIT FOR $25 AND UP.

HARMELING
DR. ADRIAN ROYER

THE TAILOR

Office ita% South Fifth.
Old 'Phone-Office, In.
Reoi,letacie

The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars

MECHANIC'S
a
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK

DRUGGIST

First.
Becaust it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button boles, or Wed
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and without injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is Uluing.
No other like it in West Kentucky
Satisfy yourself
by
sending us your laundry.

MAKE THE BIG Tl INGS"

Our Home Savings Bank

J. U. Oehlschlaeger

WHY,?

"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS

Palmer

House

To Dress Welil!Ind Save; Money &
Trade at

OGILVIE'S
They are in !Direct Connection with
the New York Markets

40..71,00

r•

OF

THE

UNITED
ir4

List of Directories on File
ALLEMPIENY CITY. PA,
MANITOU, COLO.
AT!ANT& GA.
IllEMPHIS. TENN.
BALTIMORE. MD.
MILWAUKEE. WI&
BOSTON, MASS
MINNEAPOLIS KINK
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
NASHVILLE TENN.
BRONX. N. Y.
NAUGATUCK, CONK.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
NEWARK, N. J.
BUFFALO, N. T.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
CHATTANOOGA. TENN.
NEW HAVEN, COMM.
CINCINNATI. 0.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
CHICAGO. ILL.
NEWPORT, KY.
CLEVELAND, 0.
NEW YORK CITY.
COLUMBUS 0.
NORWICH, COMM.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
PADUCAH, KY.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. PHILADELPHIA. PA.
COVINGTON, KT.
RICHMOND, IND.
DAYTON, 0.
RICHMOND, VA.
DENVER. COLO.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAK
DETROIT. MICH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
ST. PAUL. MINE
DULUTH. MINN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
FAIRFIELD, COMM.
SOUTHPORT. COMM.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
SPRINGSIELD, Of
JEFFERSONVILLE. pm.
STRATFORD, COM.
KANSAS CITY. EAL
SUPERIOR CITY, MINK
KNOXVILLE TIM.
TOLEDO, 0.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
UTICA,IL T.
LOUISVILLE KY.
WATERBURY, COMM.
IMIAIIIIATTAN. N. Y.
YOXIIIRE N. Y.
MANCHESTER. VA.
COPIES OF PADUCAH DIRECTORY FOR
tash-s,

1111111P-Mrlarm"t'111116
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1

PRICE $4.00
CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway
.840‘....e#2.4,064.8044.044.•••••••••••••••••.~~0....
J. E.COICILSON,

•

..Stea.Pm andLUHotMBWateINrG.Heat..ing.
Phofic 133.

220 N. Third

55

3
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“NUBLACK"
Loaded Black Powder Shells
Moot Strong and Evenly
00

Are Sure Vire,

• ,

Will Stand Reloading.

They Always'Get The ladle
For Sai• Everywhere.

B. F.Sears
PRACTI:AL
County

8URVEY0a1

Work a 14..cialty.

ALLEGED BIGAMIST BIG GRAFT IN
IS BROUGHT BACK
CANAL ZONE

Tyler, Ky

Old 'Phone 620-3.

K. HENDRICK,

WM. THOMPSON GIVEN A CON- CONGRESSMAN RAINEY SAYS
TINUANCE OF CASE
FOOD OF THE LABORERS
UNTIL TODAY.
IS TAINTED.

J. 0. MILLER
WM. MARBLP Cal Riley and Gabe Fletcher, Col- Thitry-Cent Meal Served to Roosevelt
ored, Both Held to The Grand
Was Prepared Especially for
Jury for Fighting.
The Occasion.

Hendrick, Miller
(111, Marble

Detective William Baker returned
New York, April b.—Congressman
yesterdity morning from Jackson, H. T. Rainey, of
Illinois, who returnMiss., with Wm. Thompson, the need
today
from
an
investigation of the
Practice in all the courts of tb gro charged with bigamy. The darky
was arraigned hcfoe the police court conditions in the Panama canal zone,
Stem. Both phones 31.
Rooms x, a, 3 and 4, Register Build. and Judge Cross continued the pro- described conditions in the commissary department as almost unspeakaceeding over until today.
WC 523 1-2 Broadway.
Cal Riley, colored, was held to the ble and said he had no doubt there
circuit court grand jury in &too bond was gsaft somewhere.
for cutting Gabe Fletcher, colored,
Congressman Rainey in his criticism
while the latter was bound over in the of canal conditions laid particular
* stress on the matter of food and assame sum for striking Riley vrith.
heavy iron dray pin.
serted that an inquiry would develop
Edward Bulger was fined $5 and a scandal second only to that which
costs for disorderly conduct and put developed concerning the meaf furunder $300 bond to keep the peace nished the American army during the
for the ensuing twelve motohs.
Spanish American war.
The warrants against Nellie WillThe meat that conies to Panama in
ingham and William Hamilton, who good condition, he said, is there
, 4\
were accused of letting their premis- loaded, not in refrigerator cars but
es get in filthy condition, were dis- in ordinary cars in which the temmissed.
perature is 70 or oo degrees, becomes
Frank Potts and Al Davidson, the so tainted that it must be served with
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Building latter of Graves county, were fined a strung garlic dressing to make it
z-a Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
$1 and costa eac hfor being drunk.
palatable. .
New Phone ago; Old 1417 R
The cefrigerator ears, he added,
are often used for the transportation
SPECIALTIES:
of live stock and though the cars are
Abstracting of Tides
not cleaned, good meat is sometimes
Insurance, Corporation and
thisiwit in on the filthy floors.
Real Estate Law.
Bays Graft is Prevalent
Congressman Rainey does not place
the responsibility for conditions in
the commissariat on the head of ofticials, who, he says, are overworked,
but insists that graft is prevalent
120 NOR.TH THIRD STREIT
Martin—En route to Dresden.
somewhere. Excepting the commisApril 3. 1907,
sariat, he adds. the work on the isthOFFICE 419 BROADWAY
Mr. Editor:—
"I think an examination here in
mus is in a satisfactory condition.
As one of the strangers—no not a
state as to the purchase of supthe
Mr.
Rainey said that he would
TELEPHONES:
stranger, but as one of the late so- prove that the
lunch served to tbe plies would develop that there is graft.
journers in your city beautiful—per- congressisinal party
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
that recently vis- It is impossible to examine into the
mit rne to express more than conven- ited the
risthinns and which was sup- question down th..re.
tional thanks for the many coedial posed' to
"There are perhaps details that
consist of the same menu
Good plumbing means
courtesies
showp me and my husband.
Cecil Reed
I. C. Flournoy
served dad, to canal 'workers at a probably no high official is responsigood health and this comRev Wellborn Mooney.
cost of 30 cents a roan. was it reality ble for, except that it shows that
bined with modern unitary
The greetings and the reunions
ordered
five days in advance and cost the commissary department is not
fixtures helps to keep the doctor ot.t
were sweet beyond expression.
well organized.
$1.65 a plate.
LAWYERS
of your house. Viloodasitt Porce:a.
..1
Our only regret uas that we could
"I inspected that portion of the
"While
the
commissariat
was
supEnameled
plumbing
fixtures
m
ske
not see all the familiar facts and stand
canal where work is in progress and
Rooms to. it and is. Columbia Bldg in the old, familiar places. I must say posed to serve food at cost, the stewhealthy bath rooms, are unitary and
and well satisfied that the work is
ards."
he
said,
"were
ordered
to
PADUCAH, KY.
that on our long experience• with
have a beauty all their own.
progressing
very
favorably.
I
did
not
profit of at least $50 to Ii6o
church assemblies, no where on any make
If you intend making bath room im.
go in an observation car, but looked
occasion has these been on the past a *eek. Shoes that could be bought over
provements,
let us show you samples ot
the
ground
at
my
own
leisure.
in
the United States fur $3 a paw
of paetor and people, more abounding
this Famous ware. We guarantee good
The excavations are made rapidly and
were
sold
by
the
commissariat.
the
hospitality , inure loving shown than
work, prompt service and attention no
the removal of dirt is remarkable.
Attorney at Law.
by Bro. Ranks and the inembershipp congressman declared. at $7 a pair.
how small or how large your job.
"If
the
matter
the
continued
at
work
is
"I
visited
the
isthmus
alone."
lie
of Trimble street church.
*am
as
rate now made there is no doubt that
said,
"and
remained
dgys."
there
eight
limit,
sentiment
local
Nor
had
this
E.
L.
HANNAN
No.
s.
Rads
Paducah
it will be finished
five years and
Eats With Common Laborers.
Both Phones sor
Calambia Bldg.
Kentucky for the consecration service conducted
las $t at'
the locks can be built in the same
"I
went
through
all
the
cuts
by
of
by
Rev.
P.
If.
Fields,
pastor
Third
. Old nose 1992.
Street Methodist on the afternoon of myse,If and ate at the dining halls pro- time."
the tirst meeting of the Home Mis- vided for the white employes and also
sion society was unsurpassed fiat ate with the common laborers.
GAMBLERS QUIT TEXAS.
OLIVER, OLIVER It McGREG0111 thought sentimenfand expression and
"The commissariat is the only
was a clarion call for immediate in- ground for complaint. Over a hundividual service and sacrifice to the dred men in all parts of the isthmus Anti-Gambling Law Puts End to the
Games in That State.
complained to me of the food. There
Lord.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky, rear Beak
The devotional half hour by Dr. is no doubt that the meat leaves the
Waco, Texas.
April 3.--Inquir'y
Martha County; Paducah, Ky W. T. Bolling,, setting forth the con- United States in cold storage in good
develops
the
fact
that most of the
Boom 114. Fraternity Building.
ditions of poulation in Louisiana condition. 'It is brought down on
where in certain parslics only a small vessels provided with refrigerators gamblers who have been forced to
New Phone 114
eld Phone 414A per cent is protestant and where there
and arrives at the isthmus in splendid leave Texas on account of the passare only two protestant missionaries condition. It is met there at the age of the drastic anti-gambling law,
was an eloquent appeal for home docks by ears in which the heat is with a penitentiary penalty, have
work.
mission
between pa and no degrees. The met gone either to Nevada or Oklahoma.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
The presence of my one time pas- is transferred leisurely and this is The latter section is preparing to
give them a warm svelcome, realizing
tor. Rev. J. W. Blackard. presiding where the trouble arises.
Lawyer.
that
otherwise they will overrun the
elder of the Paducah district with
'I have evidences to show that there
BIGGEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD
r111.111••• •
intensified ha; not been a refrigerator car on the country. The gamblers fully realize
friends,
many
of
Old
0.11...1111.0
f
the home feeling. and when we rat dock for months. As a consequence that their vocation is ended in Texas, and are either going elsewhere or
Practice in all Courts of Ken around a common board, tilled with the meat is had.
so many good things to eat, and
"Recently some members of com- quitting
tucky.
served so graciously bby the woman- mercial clubs from St. Louis and othhood of the church—it was an added er cities visited the isthmus and were
SELECTION OF JURYMEN
feast a real thanksgiving service.
served with luncheon in the Culebra
Then the music by choir. soloists. dining hall. They were told that the
St te Basketball Tournament.
criminal court todas on a charge of
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
quartette, and the band of boys and lunch, with the exception of the wines Proceeding in San Francisco in the
Avi.toe,
Wi• April 4.—The state soliciting and accepting a bribe. The
Ruef Case,
the serenade hy night—well it is a and cigars, was the same as is served
(Homeopathist)
high school basketball tournament indictment was returned four weeks
continued concert and emphaizes the
to the employes at jo a head. Why.
was
opened tinder most favorable con- ago as a result of an investigation by
San Francisco, April .4.—Three of
expression. Let music charm me last
the oyster soup alone cost 30 cents a the first
ditions this afternoon in the gymna- District Attorney Moran. Lamm-sit
talesm:o
who
will
twelve
first
in
earth,
and
greet
me
on
Office 306 Broadway—Phone zao
head.
in the jury box subject to peremptory sium of Laurence university. Teams eux's home is in North Adams.
The compplimentary trolHeaven
Residence eto Broadway.
, President's Meal Fixed.
challenge were passed by the prose- and visitors were on hand from Milley ride bby the street car company
Roosevelt
visit. .
day
President
"The
Phone rag.
Southern Illinois Teachers,
cotton of the defense as a result of waukee, Fond du Lac, Oshkosh, SheWas enjoyed by no one more thored the isthmus he was served with a
Benton, Ill., April 4.—The twentyoughly than myself—the more so as
the second day's procceditigs in the boygan, Antigo, Superior and other
'30-cent' meal. I find out that it was trial of Abraham Rnef. for Thatortion. points. The tournament is to con- sixth animal meeting of the Southern
it gave opportunity to see the great
generally understood that the presigrowth of the city since my last ride.
One was excused today. When this tinue through the remainder of the Illinois Teachers' association began
dining
dent
would
eat
at
one
of
the
here today ,and will continue until
Nor could a more convenient seanumber has been increased to twelve week.
Saturday. Among the educators of
son have been chosen—every thing halls, so all were ready for him and :bey will, be subject to peremptory
Semi-Centennial of Conference.
note who are to address the meeting
Architect and Superintendent.
so clean, bright, beautiful—the trees had ready an unusually well served challenge, the defetsse having the
Morristown, N. J.. April 4.—The are State Superintendent F. G. Blai-,
bursting into bloom and beauty. Na- lunch.
right to excuse ten jurors perempaot Fraternity Building.
all
Newark
"I
will
say
that
lunch
and
conference of the Methodist President D. B. Parkinson of the
the
flags
oi
welcome
in
ture having a
torily and the prosecution five. /In
Old Phone gig Red.
school,
green and white. And in the songs of meals are well served, except thc all seven panel men- were examined Episcopal church opened its semi-cen- Southern Illinois Normal
elle birds, the sold borne buildisrs meats. The meats are not good. I today, four being chalIeneged for tennial session in this city today with President R. A. Taylor of Milliken
PADUCAH.
KENTUCK1 just back to the Old Kentucky Home. have the evidence of stewards who
a large attendance of deleeates and university, and Prof. Arthur 0. I.ovecauses and excused.
visitors. Bishop Goodsell is presid- joy, of Washington university .
But, lest I tire I must close; for like say that mutton has to be treated with
ing over the conference and during
the brook I could go on—but I shall soda and water before it is cooked in
the week there will be addresses by
have thanked order to, take off the green mold. I
not put a period till
To Open Levee Bids.
ONE EGG A DAY TO
ye knights of the quill for reports of notited that all meats were served
Shreveport. I.a., April 4.--Bids for a number' of other eminent divines.
CHURCH REPAIR FUND,
the session, ppublic and devotional. with a strong garlic dressing or the construction of the Thompson The ministerial appointments will not
Owensboro,
Ky., April 4.— Rev.
stew—DENTIST—
grass-.
the
and
I
found
from
out
nor without saying that in the home
levee, forty miles above this city, on be announced for several day-s.
Lucien Clements. pastor of Sr. Lawof Mr. J. C. Martin and wife two ards that it was necessary to do this the Red River, and for the constrticrence Catholic church, near KnottsTruehart Building
tired travellers found rest—the per- otherwise the men could not cat the tion of the laver near Picket station,
Columbus Library Dedicated.
ville, in this county, has adut-s-cd the
meat. As it was you couldn't tell ten miles above, will he opened here
fection of the Ideal.
Columbus, 0_ April 4.—The magTEL. 517 R
Personally. one of the sweetest in- what the meat was you were eating. tomorrow. The Thompson levee will nificent new public library, a gift to most 'oc,tet method of having each
corgrcgatt .! to ronitsbcidents of the meeting was the gift
"Jackson Smith is in charge of the contain about 32,000 cubic yards of the city of Columbus from Andrew asielt of l
to ths repo.: fund
ot beautiful flowers bearing the le- eninmissai y 4epartment and
is earth, and the other levee about35.- Carnegie, was formally opened and ins on; esg a day
and
p trsonage. The
siitirch
4re
of
gend. "For dear Mrs.. Money from crowded with- work. The details are 000 yards.
dedicated this afternoon with inter- church is n an exclusir'iv as riculPeachie Scott"--one of Plulticah's left to subordinates and is carelessly
esting exercises. The principal address oral hissisy tnd the fartr.s :.re genlovely women and the wife of John done. I believe that if it was inveswas delivered by Bitrt&I E. Steven- erally poor. Father Clement; is a
4
Scott of Dresden—one .of the best tigated carefully a scandal would be
'Commencement at Carlisle.
son, of Chilicothe, preside/it of the first cousin of the late Archbishop
and brightest boys T ever taught. God brought to light second only to the
Carlisle, Pa., April 4.—Visitors Ohio library association. A message
the
bless them! So ninny things that I bum meat' scandal of the Spanish- from many parts of the country were of greeting was read from Mr. Car- Nfontgomery. of California, and
mother
archbishop's
the
graves
of
Buy anything and sell everything would love to say fsom a full heart 'American war.
present today ' at the annual com- negie, who was unable to be present and three sisters are on the property
would require an extra edition
Big Profit in Dining Halls.
ra-eso Court litreete
menceenint exercises of the Carlisle in person.
.luid nos. but, it
that will be thus cared for. The
--so with love and 'thanks to all—
"It has always been understood that Indian. school. .The industrial and
sgt141.
church is the oldest in the county,
Sincerely
the object of the commissary was to academic departments were thrown Legislator Charged With Bribery. having bten Established in 1806.
MRS. SUE F. MOONF.Y.
supply food at a cost barely enough open to the inspection of the visitors.
Boston, Mass., April , 4.—Repreto cover expenses. I have found out The graduation exercises and the pre- sentative St 'John Lamoureux, a memAn 1talian, G. B Thiadego, has writIN CONNEC
Barometers were first made by Tor- that the stewards are ordered to make sentation of diplomas were held in ber of the Massachusetts legislature,
ten a book of over 1,2oo pages on the
ricelli in 1643.
a profit of from $so to $6o a week, the auditoritim early in the a(terosion.. V1.2 placed on trial in the superior Alpine timucls.
LAWYERS.

C. MANNING SEARS, M.D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.

E. H. PURYEAR,

The Columbus Buggy

Atturney-at-Law

LETTER FROM
MRS. MOONEY

11.1. Rivers,M. D.

We have a full line of High Grade Buggies, Carriages 'and
Driving Wagons of this celebrated make. Don't fail to call
and look our line over. No better buggies made. For sale:by

Powell-Rogers Co.
Healthy B4th Rooms

FLOURNOY & REED

ALBEN W. BARKLEY!

LAWYER.S

CCM INSURANCt

Oro L Well & Co
COVERS
A LL

ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co.

Office Phone 369:
Both Residence: 726
CAMPBtll BOLDING

wm

0.D. Schmidt

A. S DABNEY

NOTICE

Hizbest Prices Paid,for Second-Haed
,11 STOVES AND FURNITURE

I Clem Fransiola
WEILWA'"(
nox

4

4Something New
ti•

EUREKA
SAFETY RAZOR
•

, ,

GRAND JURY RETURNED
BATCH OF TRUE BILLS

It shaves, does not scrape, made
like a iazor, and not like a hoe.,
See it and you will say it is the
only rational safety on the market.

IiL 1,

. .)
4
1

s `i)
s

-

41 1 1.

""\
4I
GEORGE REED, COLORED, IS ACCUSED OF ILLICIT RELATIONS WITH LITTLE COLORED GIRL NAMED WILLIE
HENRY—S. S. MEADOWS ACCUSED OF EMBEZZLING EMPLOYERS MONEY—WILL MARTIN INDICTED ON CHARGE
OF ROBBING J. H. GOODMA N OF WATCH AND ise5—
OTHER INDICTMENTS FOUND.

;[.

4 1 .4

,••••4.*

SPRING SUITS
It's about now that all sorts of SpringSuits will be
offered at all sorts of prices by all sorts of Clothiers.
It will certainly be a good idea for every Man that

The price is only $4,00.

S. S. Meadows, Jonas and Harry
Smith, colored, Ed Bogard, colored,
Take one home, try it for 30 days Will Martin. white, George Reed,
and if you are not fully satisfied, your colorell, and Cecil Holland, white,
we indicted yesterday by the cirmoney will be cheerfully refunded.
cuit court grand. jury on various
charges.
George Reed is a colored man 38
years of age and is charged with hay
ing ihicit relations with 'Willie Henry
a small colored girl under fourteen
years of age. Reed resides at Seventh
and Jackson streets and it is
FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
claimeel that one afternoon while the
ditcle., Henry girl was en route from
• school to her home on Adams near
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• Eighth street that Reed enticed her
•
into his room. Afterwards that afterWANTS.
POPULAR
a noon Reed went to the home of the
•
•
• esirl's mother to explain matters,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
ei •
him several
FOR RENT—Three large rooms. when the woman stabbed
a knife. 'His case is set
with
times
Ninth.
1504 S.
for trial tomorrow.
•
S. S. Meadows worked here for
piants—.ring
FOR SALE—Tomato
years for the furniture facsevenal
e)d telephone 433.
tory on South Thsrd street. Some
months ago he was made Paducah
FOR SALE—Stock dry goods,
agent for the Chicago firm of John
Ky.
Benton,
'Griffith,
Thompson St
Catley dz Company. The latter accuses Meadows of embezzling $226
See
FOR RENT—Elegant flats,
caeh belonging to the house. This
adway. Apply to B. 3 charge was set for a hearing neat
elide ;Rd
Scott
Monday.
Jonas and Harry Smith are indictTenthe
at
BUD—(I 1 see you
ed on the ground that they cot Allen
SICiSte Electrical Theatre, No. 426 Jackson, and this case went down
treadway. Bob.
for trial tomorrow.
Edward Bogard, colored, is charged
stenog- with going to Grocer Renfro, of
WANTED—Poktion as
rapher by young lady. Address A. B. Third and Jefferson streets, and askC., cart Register.
• tag to be seld So cents worth of

M'PHERSON'S
DRUG STORE

WIFE—Meet me at the Tennessee
Electrical Theatre this afternoon.
Important. II usbausel.

groceries on the ground that he was
1 4.
employed by Thomas J. Stahl, the to•••••1#
bacconist, and had $12 wages coming
_
to him, out of which sum he would
I ••
pay for the groceries when paid off awed
by Stahl. Grocer Renfro let him
have the goods and claims he afterward, discovered that Bogard did
not .work for Stahl. The indictment
charge.; the darkey with obtaining
goods by false pretenses and was set
for trial today.
Will Martin is charged with robbing J. H. Goodman, of West Tennessee street, of a gold watch end
$275 in money. Goodman came here
to visit his cousin, Thomas Goodman, the Ifechanicebtarg barber, but
the latter not being at home, the
visitor came dowo in the city and
spent the night. The next day he
claims he fell in company with Will
and Exl i \beatnik brothers, and' fall
went out riding. Goodman got drunk
and contend, that the (risers robbed
him of the money and watch and left
him. Ed Martin was dismissed in
the police court of being implicated
while his brother was held tie the
grand jury. Yesterday the grand
jury inflected both the men.
Cecil Holland was indicted on the
charge of stealing a watch belonging to James Crow. The boy has
been taken to the state reform school
for a several years' term, and this.
indictment will be filed away probably. He was one of the bunch of
boys taken to that institution for
breaking into a Dumber of establishments.

cares anything about the kind of clothes he wears or
what he pays for them, to keep both his eyes open and
his hand on his pocket book until he is sure he is on the
right track.
11!
The Man who comes here for his suit will surely not
go wrong, and

He Can Bank on it
Nothing but the best Clothing ever comes in or goes
out of this store.
The New Spring Styles
Z:Zas

•

WANTEI) — Day boarders for
sileala only. Rates reasonable. Apply aot Snuth Fourth street.
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variety and we take pleasure in showing them..
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Suits at $10.00, $12.50, $15.00 to $22.50
es

If you are dissatiafied with the Suit after you get
home, you can come right back and get your money.
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That's the way we do things.
OEM

"UNION STORE CARD"
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DESBERGER'S

323
BROADWAY

ENGINES, BOILERS AND PUMPS

are

CPA

323

011•0

••
eriose

BROADWAY

Structural Iron for buildings: Machinery and Boilers Repaired; MW and Steamboat Supplies; Heavy Steam Hammer
Forgings; New Work Our Specialty; Second Hand Machinery
Bought and Sold. Agents for Machinery and Gas Engines

Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionabie dressmaking at 726 Jefferson street. Old 'Phone 1205.
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!beet is with a bill of particulars, anal when
Courier-Journal men have graduated er for nearly fifty years
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